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1-   Introduction 

Solar energy is one of the most important source of 

renewable energies. This type of energy can be utilized in 

buildings in two ways: active and passive solar systems. 

One of the most popular passive solar energy systems is 

“attached sunspace”. Recent studies have proven that a 

sunspace can efficiently reduce the heating load of a 

building if being attached to its southern wall [1]. Among 

renewable energy sources, Iran has a high solar energy 

potential in order to using the solar technologies such as 

sunspaces. But, only few studies have been conducted in 

Iran in this regard. Sadeghi et al [2] analyzed different 

geometries and shapes of the sunspace for a building in 

Tehran. Saghafi and Yazerlou[3] investigate the 

effectiveness of using a sunspace in scorching climate of 

Yazd only. Balilan et al[4] also studied the effects of using 

a sunspace on the energy consumption of a building in 

London. Greg et al [5] also analyzed the thermal 

performance of four sunspaces for a building in Portugal. 

Another research has been conducted to prove the energy 

efficiency of sunspace in [6]. There seems to be a lack of a 

comprehensive overview to conduct a comparison between 

the effects of the mentioned system on both heating and 

cooling loads and in different climates; therefore, this 

article aims at considering different climates and analyse 

the changes of thermal loads due to attaching sunspace in 

both summer and winter. 

2-   Methodology 

This research is based on theoretical studies, computer 

modeling and simulation, using DesignBuilder 4.7 

software. The basic test building is a rectangular single 

zone (8 m wide x 6 m long x 2.7 m high) with no interior 

partitions, the material of which is shown in Table 1, 

compared with the same building carrying a sunspace on 

the southern wall (Figure 1). The sunspace is attached to 

the building through no hole; it is defined as a cavity in the 

software. Also the climatic conditions of Tehran and Tabriz 

have been shown in table 2. Results were obtained annually 

so that it presents a comprehensive set of data for both 

heating and cooling loads. 

 
Table 1 Material of the building (light weight mass) 

b) Roof construction 
  

Element Thickness(m) Density(kg/m3) Cp(J/kg-K) 

Plasterboard 0.010 950 840 

Fiberglass 

Quilt 

0.1118 12 840 

Roof Deck 0.019 530 900 

 

 
 

 
Fig. 1 The base building carrying a sunspace on its southern wall   

 

a) Wall construction   

Element Thickness(m) Density(kg/m3) Cp(J/kg-K) 

Plasterboard 0.012 950 840 

Fiberglass 

Quilt 

0.066 12 840 

Wood siding 0.009 530 900 
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Table 2   Climatic conditions of Tehran and Tabriz. 

 

Avg. 

winter 

Temp. 

(C) 

Avg. 

summer 

Temp. 

(C) 

Latitude 

(deg.) 

Longitude 

(deg.) 

Height 

from sea 

level 

(m) 

Tehran -3.6 38.7 35.68 51 1188 

Tabriz -11.2 35.7 37.8 46 1365 

 

3-  Validation 

In order to investigate the accuracy of DesignBuilder’s 

results, a test case (case 600 of ANSI/ASHRAE Standard 

140-2001) has been considered. The results indicate a very 

good agreement in comparison with the results of 

ANSI/ASHRAE Standard 140-2001. 

 

4-  Results and discussion 

The resuls of this study are presented in three most 

important areas of effects of adding the sunspace to the 

base building: 

4-1 Thermal loads 

The annual heating  loads of the building with and without 

the sunspace for the two mentioned climates are shown in 

Table 3. As shown in Table 3, the heating load has been 

reduced in both climates and it is justified due to the higher 

temperature provided on the southern wall during winter, 

which brings less heat loss from this side of the building. 

Also, the annual cooling  loads of the building with and 

without the sunspace for climatic conditions of Tehran and 

Tabriz are shown in table 4. Cooling load also decreased as 

a result of adding the sunspace to the building. This could 

be justifeied by considering that the sunspace prevents a 

fraction of the sun light from meeting the southern wall of 

the base building. With this regard, althogh the temperature 

of the sunspace rises over the outside dry bulb during 

summer in both climates (figures 2 and 3), it reduces the 

radiation and therefore the heat gain through this wall. 

Table 3 Heating load comarison and the effect of sunspace 

 State Heating load 

Tabriz Without sonspace 5268 kWh 

With sunspace 4412 kWh 

% reduction 16.2% 

Tehran Without sonspace 2972 kWh 

With sunspace 2519 kWh 

% reduction 15.2% 

 

Table 4 cooling load comparison and the effect of sunspace 

 State cooling load 

Tabriz Without sonspace 504.7 kWh 

With sunspace 428.5 kWh 

% reduction 15.1% 

Tehran Without sonspace 1652.0 kWh 

With sunspace 1416.5 kWh 

% reduction 14.2 

The indoor temperature  is also shown in figure 4 and 5, 

which is an evidence that shows sunspace average 

temperature is higher than that of the zone in winter. 

 
Fig. 2 Annual variations of sunspace temperature in Tabriz.  

 
Fig. 3 Annual variations of sunspace temperature in Tehran.  

 
Figure. 4 Annual variations of indoor temperature in Tabriz 

climatic conditions. 

 

 Figure. 5 Annual variations of indoor temperature in Tehran 

climatic conditions. 
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    4-2 Energy consumption and CO2 production 

As shown in table 5 the energy consumption of the building 

and consequently CO2 production are reduced. Due to  

decrease of heating and cooling loads gas and electricity 

consumption are respectively decreased.  

Table 5 Energy consumption and CO2 production comparison 

 State CO2 electricity Gas 

Tabriz 

Without 

sonspace 
1397.3 112.2 6197.9 

With 

sunspace 
1196.2 95.2 5191.1 

% 

reduction 
14.4 15.1 16.2 

Tehran 

Without 

sonspace 
1045.3 367.2 3467.3 

With 

sunspace 
911.5 314.8 2963.7 

% 

reduction 
12.8 14.28 15.2 

 

5-  Conclusion 

The main aim of this study is to demonstrate that using a 

well designed sunspace in the structure of a building can 

positively affect the thermal performance of the building, 

both in winter and summer in different climates. To do so a 

building was designed and thermally analyzed with and 

without a sunspace in two climatic conditions of Tehran 

and Tabriz; and the results indicated that using a sunspace 

with an oppening to be just oppened in some times of the 

summer can enhance the performance of the building 

thermaly in regard with both cooling and heating loads; 

therefore, the energy consumption of the building decreases 

and consequently the building produces less CO2. It is also 

noticed that the amount of both heating and cooling load 

reductions are much for Tabriz climate, which indicates 

that sunspace’s performance is better in cold climate. 
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